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Please see the Appendix for detailed methodology, market definition, and scoring criteria.

IDC OPINION

Digital Transformation Driving Change

Digital transformation (DX) is fundamentally changing enterprise resource planning (ERP) applications

— allowing businesses to transform their decision making, which is enhancing their business outcomes 

significantly in the digital economy. Digital transformation is an enterprisewide, board-level strategic 

reality for companies wishing to remain relevant or maintain or enhance their leadership position in the 

digital economy. Digitally transformed businesses have a repeatable set of practices and disciplines 

used to leverage new businesses, 3rd Platform technologies, and operating models to disrupt 

businesses, customers, and markets in pursuit of business performance and growth. DX is driving 

businesses to rethink their technology strategy, and that includes moving beyond their legacy ERP and 

back-office systems.

SaaS and Cloud-Enabled Software Driving Investment

Instead of continuing to invest in antiquated on-premises systems, smart DX businesses have turned 

their focus to SaaS and cloud-enabled software because they need flexible and agile financial 

applications that are relatively easy to implement, configure, and update. Demand for cloud-based 

ERP applications continues to grow because of the ability to access and analyze massive amounts of 

data in near real time. With speed as a guiding factor to winning business globally, businesses want 

and need more from their ERP systems than ever before, and that includes using the most up-to-date 

and advanced systems found in SaaS and cloud-enabled ERP systems. SaaS and cloud-enabled ERP

systems enable growing businesses to quickly expand into new regions around the globe without 

making major investments into their technology infrastructure because they are extremely adaptive to 

accelerated rates of change. SaaS and cloud-enabled systems are adaptive to dynamic operations 

environments, which is why this IDC MarketScape for SaaS and cloud-enabled operational ERP 

applications is extremely important as a technology vendor guide for today's COO, CFO, CIO, and IT 

buyer.

Operational ERP

Operational ERP includes product-centric organizations in industries such as manufacturing, 

distribution, and retail. These organizations' ERP systems incorporate operational modules, including 

order management, finance, procurement, enterprise asset management (EAM), manufacturing, and 

supply chain, to maximize operational efficiencies. These organizations see benefits from the 

integration between core finance and operational capabilities so that operational transactions with a 

financial impact are reflected directly in financial modules. In today's fast-paced global business 

environment, successfully managing the operation's processes to meet the organization's financial 

obligations is essential. Moreover, as the digital economy continues to develop the organization, the 

finance, manufacturing, supply chain, sales, and asset management functions will play a larger 

forward-facing role — interacting with clients and customers. The operations of an organization can be 

complex and fraught with inefficiencies for companies of all sizes. During our interactions with finance, 

various operations, and IT professionals, the following issues were top of mind:

 Key metrics: Productivity improvements from shop floor to supply chain to enterprise end-to-
end business processes were critical. In addition, inventory accuracy, booked versus billing 
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ratios, and customer on-time deliveries were the metrics mentioned the most in the operational 

ERP systems tract.

 Manual processes: Today, there are still thousands of companies of all sizes with many 
manual workflows. As a result, the operational and financial processes used to run the 

business become exceedingly inefficient — consuming precious resources and returning 
delayed approvals, with a multitude of errors. Moreover, manually driven processes within 
operations can lead to inflexibility and a lack of agility, which can be extremely harmful to a 

company's ability to maneuver in the increasingly dynamic digital economy.

 Visibility issues: Operations and finance executives do not have time to retrace their steps in 

an effort to find lost transactions and errors and/or verify previous transactions. This leads to 
operational resources spending extra time looking backward instead of at current information 

and modeling it for the future for the best possible outcomes.

 Resource constraints: In many growing companies, operations professionals are being asked 
to do more with less, and in many cases, legacy systems add to the workload instead of 

reducing it. In the age of digital, employees need to rely on their technology systems to do 
more so they can spend more time modeling, predicting the future, and bringing better 

business outcomes.

 Lost money: Companies with inefficient operational and financial processes not only risk doing 
damage to their reputations, but they also often lose opportunities to take advantage of early 

payment discounts, cost savings, and efficient processes.

Operational workflows are quickly changing as part of digital transformation initiatives. This shift brings 

forth a new chapter in the evolving story of operational ERP applications. The new chapter within 

operational ERP software applications will be characterized by the following:

 Robots: Robotic process automation (RPA) is another technological tool that is driving the 
digital transformation for business workflows. With RPA, employees will be better able to cope 
with the demands of forecasting, error reconciliation, approval/exception resolution, and data 

reporting.

 Rise of machine learning (ML): Recently, companies have turned to structured machine 

learning to speedup/streamline key financial processes such as matching, invoice 
reconciliation, transaction processing, and compliance. In addition, early adopters of machine 
learning have been able to eliminate a large amount of time spent on manual tasks while also

decreasing the error rate of these same tasks.

 Embedded intelligence: Roughly 80% of today's operations' professional time is spent on 

lower-level tasks like manual matching of receipts, invoices, purchase order, and inventory 
tagging. Artificial intelligence (AI) is being used to automate many of these lower-level tasks —

freeing up valuable organizational resources to focus on higher-level strategic tasks.

The goal of this document is to provide potential software customers with a list of operational ERP 

software companies that have taken great strides to address the challenges listed previously. We have 

profiled and assessed their capabilities to support the complicated area of operational ERP.

IDC MARKETSCAPE VENDOR INCLUSION CRITERIA

Through its clients and contacts across most industries, IDC frequently has unique visibility into vendor 

selection processes within many companies. The vendor inclusion list for this document began with 

those SaaS and cloud-enabled operational ERP solutions that IDC was familiar with having been 

evaluated for selection within recent operational ERP deals. IDC then supplemented those solutions 
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with several additional ERP vendors that it believed also provided qualifying operational ERP systems. 

Vendors were then surveyed and further investigated to ensure that their operational ERP systems 

qualified as SaaS or cloud enabled and were already serving clients. Ultimately, all operational ERP 

solutions included in this document met these criteria.

After an initial evaluation of software vendors serving this market, which included each vendor's high-

level application capabilities and existing operational ERP client base, IDC's Enterprise Applications 

team extended formal invitations to software vendors to participate in our study.

All vendors actively participated in the research, with a total of 42 references contacted and 

interviewed. Discussions with references included the systems utilized and their perception of the 

vendor and software in terms of technical support, account management, marketing message, level of 

value delivered versus price paid, ease of integration, user interface (UI), innovation, intelligent 

workflows, and ROI. In addition, references also provided information on the areas of technology 

improvement they would like to see from the vendor, their future business requirements, and their top 

3 metrics.

ADVICE FOR TECHNOLOGY BUYERS

SaaS and cloud-enabled operational ERP technology is evolving with functionality improvements 

occurring as often as daily. From the addition of the 3rd Platform with Big Data and analytics, social, 

and mobile to the innovation accelerators of cognitive, 3D printing, robotics, Internet of Things (IoT), 

and advanced security, the systems continue to advance and improve at warp speed. Speed is the 

critical factor as in the digital economy, enabling businesses to significantly improve in terms of market 

share, revenue, and profitability. It is recommended that companies understand the current capabilities 

of their technology choices, along with the strategic direction and investment their operational ERP 

software provider is making now and in the next three to five years. A guiding factor in our vendor 

research was the 3rd Platform and innovation accelerators' current capabilities and their strategic and 

investment direction. It is critical that buyers look for a technology partner they can trust and that can 

take them well into the future.

As SaaS and cloud-enabled operational ERP systems have increased in popularity, so too has the 

requirement for companies to utilize an ERP system regardless of their business size. Large 

enterprises find operational ERP systems enable visibility across the entire organization from 

customers through to suppliers. But just as important are small and midsize organizations using 

operational ERP systems. Many large enterprise CFOs and CIOs move to small and medium-sized 

business (SMB) and need an ERP package they are accustomed to but at a fraction of the cost. The 

executives of small and midsize organizations want to move beyond spreadsheets and databases to 

SaaS and cloud-enabled operational ERP software because it is an integrated, real-time business 

system that is always accessible and grows with the business. Last, organizations vary in products and 

require innovation to move beyond the current state into the intelligent enterprise world. SaaS and 

cloud-enabled operational ERP systems are the critical core to build intelligent systems, which use 

machine learning and natural language processing (NLP) on curated data sets, with advanced 

analytics and an assistive user interface across the resources of people, process, and technology. 

These intelligent ERP (i-ERP) systems forecast, track, learn, route, analyze, predict, report, and 

manage business decisions and outcomes. Many of the vendors in this IDC MarketScape have 

already invested in the 3rd Platform and innovation accelerators, utilizing these innovation areas to 

deliver higher value to their customers, while others are just beginning this investment journey. Several 
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vendors outlined in this research study have more operational depth and breadth in manufacturing and 

supply chain. And some are still moving from on-premises to single tenancy and just beginning their 

journey toward multitenancy. Before making purchasing decisions on SaaS and cloud-enabled 

operational ERP software, businesses should consider:

 Does the vendor have experience with my type of product, company size, and operation's 

requirements?

 Is the vendor knowledgeable about operational ERP requirements as they affect my company

and industry?

 Does the vendor understand the regulations that will impact my business? How are these 

regulations reflected in my current technology, and how will it change in the future?

 What levels of support are available, and are they geographically available for my business?

 What are my internal support resources and capabilities?

 Should I hire a third party to plan and assist with the implementation of the operational ERP

solution?

 Is the vendor financially able to provide needed support? Can the vendor support needed 

investment in the development of future operational ERP software requirements?

 Is the vendor committed to this market for the long term?

 Is the ROI achievable? Does the vendor have a track record of meeting the ROI requirements?

 Can the vendor or partners support my foreign operations?

 Can the vendor integrate with my company's other IT systems and those of my partners?

 Is the product available anywhere and anytime?

 Is the product updated frequently enough for my business needs?

 What new innovations is the vendor considering, investing, and tied to with its road map? How 

and when will it impact my business?

 What is the vendor's strategic investment outlook for the next three to five years? Why?

 Will the vendor be a partner, helping my business grow now and in the long term?

This IDC MarketScape vendor assessment assists in answering these questions and others. Some of 

the references that participated in this study noted that the current state of the SaaS and cloud-

enabled operational ERP software market is evolving. In addition, many of the references were 

impressed that there are now more vendor choices within the operational ERP market. IDC expects 

that some consolidation and specialization by niche may occur as the market matures and as 

operational ERP software vendors look to add additional capabilities to their portfolio of products.

VENDOR SUMMARY PROFILES

This section briefly explains IDC's key observations resulting in a vendor's position in the IDC 

MarketScape. While every vendor is evaluated against each of the criteria outlined in the Appendix, 

the description here provides a summary of each vendor's strengths and challenges.

Acumatica

After a thorough evaluation of Acumatica's strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the 

company in the Major Players category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and 

cloud-enabled operational ERP applications.
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Acumatica is a private software vendor and provides a complete cloud ERP solution for business 

management needs including finance, accounting, inventory management, procurement, distribution, 

and CRM. Special editions for field services, manufacturing, commerce, and construction provide deep 

industry specialization, and truly useful mobile apps enable real work to be done anywhere, any time, 

and on any device. Flexible deployment options (public cloud, private cloud, on-premises) and 

consumption-based licensing delight customers while helping ensure rapid ROI. Acumatica was 

founded in 2008 and is headquartered in Bellevue, Washington, the United States.

Quick facts about Acumatica:

 Employees: 250+

 Total number of clients: 5,200+ customers

 Globalization: Supports sales in 21 localizations and 23 countries

 Industry focus: Service, field service, retail, ecommerce, wholesale, manufacturing, 
distribution, construction, software and technology, agriculture and farming, chemicals, 
government, healthcare, education, nonprofit, property management, energy and utilities, food 

and beverage (F&B), travel and hospitality, telecommunications, transportation, equipment 

rental, and staffing agencies

 Ideal customer size: Growing SMBs with $10 million to $200 million annual revenue

 SaaS: A multitenant architecture at the infrastructure and application layers but not at the 

database layer

 Pricing model: Subscription based by module and user type

 Largest customer: Largest customers support 5,000 users

 Partner ecosystem: Over 275 VARs

 Interesting stat/fact: Acumatica's ability to move seamlessly to cloud/SaaS model in under 15 

minutes any time from the on-premises version

Strengths

 Modern platform: Acumatica has a modern cloud-based platform (open APIs) approach with 
strong business process workflows built in, highly functional mobile application, consumption-
based licensing, and additional modules such as CRM fully integrated on the same platform —

along with UI, dashboards, and reporting.

 Multi-entity transactions: Acumatica has enhanced its offering significantly and is now able to 

support customers with complex global corporate structures, allowing the books to be closed 

independent of other subsidiaries or business units.

 3rd Platform and innovation investment: Acumatica's continued investment in the 3rd Platform 
and innovation accelerators is putting it on a trajectory for future growth — with investments in 
machine learning, natural language processing, business intelligence (BI), and analytics.

Customer references note Acumatica is willing to invest and help them (the customer) to excel.

Challenges

 Brand awareness: One of the biggest challenges for Acumatica remains brand awareness. As 
a newer company, relative to the legacy ERP and financial application providers, more 
marketing and education is needed for prospects, particularly the CFO. Customers agreed that 

Acumatica's marketing message clarity could be improved to help offset this disparity in brand 

awareness.
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 Globalization: Acumatica must add more functionality to support the growing number of small 
to midmarket organizations with complex multi-entity, multiunit, and multicounty operations. 

Executive briefings reveal that further multicompany consolidation is on the near-term product 

road map.

 Larger partnerships: Several references believe Acumatica could be more successful with 

larger service providers as part of their ecosystem.

Consider Acumatica When

Consider Acumatica when you are a small business looking for a system that will grow with you as you 

transition to the midmarket or you are a midmarket company looking for a straightforward operational 

ERP application that can be customized to fit your business.

Epicor

After a thorough evaluation of Epicor's strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the company in 

the Major Players category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and cloud-enabled 

operational ERP applications.

Organizations can manage every part of their business with Epicor ERP. Epicor ERP functionality 

includes CRM, enterprise content management, planning and scheduling, project management, 

human capital management (HCM), BI and analytics, financial management, production management, 

service and asset management, supply chain management, product data management, risk 

management, sales management, and ecommerce. Epicor is purpose built for manufacturers and is 

the same product deployed in the cloud or on-premises.

Quick facts about Epicor:

 Employees: 3,700+

 Total number of clients: 4,000+ customers

 Globalization: Supports sales in 30+ localizations and 45 countries

 Industry focus: Operational ERP supports discrete manufacturing including industrial 
machinery, fabricated metals, electronics and high tech, medical devices, furniture and 

fixtures, automotive, aerospace and defense, consumer goods, and rubber and plastics

 Ideal customer size: Approximately $50 million to $1 billion in revenue — lower/upper 

midmarket to large enterprises

 SaaS: A multitenant architecture at the infrastructure and application layers but not at the 

database layer

 Pricing model: Subscription based by module and user type

 Largest customer: Largest customers support 700 users

 Partner ecosystem: A strong partner ecosystem augmenting the product in most innovation 

areas and in logistics, EH&S, quality, compliance, risk, and transportation areas

 Interesting stat/fact: Standardizes cloud deployment of Epicor ERP on Microsoft Azure, as well 
as leverages a range of Azure technologies in its solutions, such as Internet of Things and 

natural language processing

Strengths

 Manufacturing industry specialization: Epicor wins business because of its deep industry 

knowledge and capabilities for manufacturers particularly in discrete manufacturing subsectors 
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such as fabricated metals, industrial machinery, and high tech. The product addresses "xTO"

manufacturing, or engineer-, configure-, or assemble-to order.

 Extensive customizations without upgrade interference: Epicor provides extensive customization 

capabilities, which do not interfere with customers moving to the next release level.

 Customer-built user experience: Epicor clients use customer-built user experiences for bringing 
ERP information to machine operators and automated completion/scrap feedback sent back to 

ERP and processed into analytical best practices pages available on mobile devices.

Challenges

 Industry perception of cloud implementation: Epicor struggles articulating the benefits and 
easy migration from its on-premises systems. This can cause delays or stop decisions to move 
to the cloud. Marketing campaigns that include DX use cases, research studies of benefits,

and customer testimonials will go a long way articulating the message and helping customers 

move to the cloud.

 AI investment: Epicor is in the beginning stages of AI integration into workflows. Epicor's 
investment into the factory and shop floor workflows with AI will bring a huge differentiation for 

Epicor in the next 12 months.

 Quality management: Most quality management aspects to the Epicor product are satisfied 
with third-party assistance. While this does show the strength of the ecosystem, it also

signifies a gap in the product that appeals to the manufacturing industry.

Consider Epicor When

Consider Epicor when you are a midmarket manufacturing organization that is make, engineer, or 

assemble to order needing an operational ERP application that can be customized to fit your business 

requirements.

IFS

After a thorough evaluation of IFS' strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the company in the 

Major Players category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and cloud-enabled 

operational ERP applications.

IFS offers a flexible, integrated enterprise resource planning solution tailored to the needs of 

manufacturers. IFS supports the modes of manufacturing that customers employ, with support of the 

full process from design, engineering, estimating, and configuration through to production, delivery,

and optional service. Besides the digital core of financials, human resources, and manufacturing and

distribution, the IFS solution also includes enterprise asset management, product life-cycle 

management (PLM), and customer relationship management (CRM). In addition, IFS Project, 

Document, and Quality Management are in themselves substantial solutions (with capabilities identical 

to on-premises deployments).

Quick facts about IFS:

 Employees: 3,800

 Total number of clients: 10,000+ customers

 Globalization: 22+ localizations and 55 countries

 Industry focus: Products specifically built for five industries: aerospace and defense; energy, 
utilities, and resources; engineering, construction, and infrastructure; manufacturing; and 

service
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 Ideal customer size: Customers with $1 billion to $5 billion in revenue

 SaaS: Multitenant on the infrastructure layer but has no multitenancy on application and 

database layers

 Pricing model: Perpetual license or subscription

 Largest customer: Largest customers support 5,000+ users

 Partner ecosystem: IFS partnership program is evolving as it strategically accelerates growth 

of IFS' commercial channels through existing and new alliances

 Interesting stat/fact: IFS was founded in the early 1980s by four Swedish engineering students 
who won the confidence of their first customer, a nuclear power plant, with a somewhat unique 

proposal — the young entrepreneurs would work 24-hour shifts to always be available to the 
customer by camping outside the power plant … in a tent! More than 30 years later, the nuclear 

power plant is still an IFS customer.

Strengths

 Customer intimacy: IFS recognizes that deep industry knowledge is key to its customers'

success because manufacturing experts have for decades worked closely with customers to 
perfect their solution, resulting in some customers achieving twice the ROI improvement. AI 
was applied to the IFS Dynamic Scheduling Engine for a transportation company, which 

increased the availability of working machines by 20% — allowing more contracts to be 

completed without the addition of staff.

 Flexible product: IFS has multimode manufacturing capabilities, visual drag-and-drop 
functionality for operational planning and scheduling, integrated eco-footprint functionality, 

integrated service management, and complete functionality for product life-cycle management.

 Cloud first and innovation: IFS Applications strategy is to have a cloud-first mindset. IFS does 
major investments to adapt and engineer IFS Applications for the cloud. IFS currently enables 

IoT, data imaging, data integration, and BI/advanced analytics. IFS also supports in its IFS 
Labs blockchain, artificial intelligence/machine learning, RPA, AI, HoloLens, VOX, and 
conversational UI. IFS Labs looks beyond today's expectations of enterprise software. IFS 

takes inspiration from consumer technologies and innovative solutions from a range of 
industries and applies these concepts to IFS products. IFS Labs proves out the concepts of 
today that customers will ask for tomorrow, to make their everyday work more productive, 

efficient, and inspiring.

Challenges

 SaaS: IFS has multitenancy on the infrastructure layers and no multitenancy on the application 

and database layers.

 References: References noted disconnects with IFS' partnership model. Some partners have 
responsibilities, such as the datacenter and managing it; however, it is not well understood,
causing issues to remain unresolved for too long. Because the partnership model is relatively 

new to IFS, some solutions are developed for one region, North America or Europe, but not 
brought to the other regions. In addition, references noted that IFS needs to continue to 

improve its intelligence/automation capabilities.

 Brand awareness: IFS suffers from a lack of brand awareness. More marketing, key clients 
win announcements, testimonials, and client differentiating value stories will assist IFS on this 

quest.
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Consider IFS When

Consider IFS if you are a midmarket to large enterprise manufacturer focused on engineer to order, 

configure to order, make to order, make to stock/forecast, and servitized manufacturing.

Infor

After a thorough evaluation of Infor's strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the company in 

the Major Players category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and cloud-enabled 

operational ERP applications.

Infor builds industry-specific suites of applications deployed in the cloud as a complete suite. Industry 

focus means deeper industry capabilities, less customization, and faster implementations. Infor brings 

forward three products within the operational ERP market:

 Infor M3 is developed on a cloud-first basis and as single-version software with regular 
updates (currently updates are delivered monthly). Infor CloudSuites with M3 at the core 
support chemicals, distribution, equipment (dealers, service, and rental), fashion, food and

beverage, and industrial manufacturing.

 Infor LN is built for complex discrete manufacturing companies that may have after-sales 

service needs. Infor CloudSuites with LN at the core have industry-unique capabilities for 
aerospace, defense, automotive, high-tech electronics, industrial machinery, and 

manufacturing with field service, MRO, or depot repair requirements.

 CloudSuite Industrial, formerly Syteline, is a robust ERP application targeted at SMB 
manufacturers in discrete and process industries. CloudSuite Industrial offers manufacturers a 

true mixed-mode application for engineer to order, configure to order, highly repetitive, and 

service-based organizations.

Quick facts about Infor

 Employees: 16,500

 Total number of clients: 68,000 customers

 Globalization: 32+ localizations and 29 countries for Infor M3, 32 localizations and 50 

countries for Infor LN, and 15 localizations and 15 countries for CloudSuite Industrial

 Industry focus: Products designed for specific industries noted previously

 Ideal customer size: Small and midsize businesses to large enterprise businesses

 SaaS: Infor CloudSuites that include M3 or LN are multitenant on the application and 

infrastructure layers but has no multitenancy on database layers. CloudSuite Industrial is

multitenant on the application, database, and infrastructure layers.

 Pricing model: Perpetual license or subscription

 Largest customer: Largest customers support 10,000+ users

 Partner ecosystem: Infor's partner network with 800+ companies

 Interesting stat/fact: Infor is owned by private equity firms Golden Gate Capital, Summit 
Partners, and Koch Equity Development. Infor also continues to make investments, acquiring 

over 40 companies since 2002.

Strengths

 Investment: Infor continues to invest in its product and capabilities and for acquiring 

companies to augment the current product offering while developing products for the future.
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 Additional products: Infor has additional modules such as HCM, PLM, EAM, shop floor 
components, and Infor Nexus Commerce Network — enabling more business through its 

platforms.

 Innovation: Infor has developed Coleman AI for cognitive workflows within the systems. It also 

utilizes Birst Business Intelligence and analytics on top of the data lake capabilities.

Challenges

 Reporting: References noted there were challenges with reporting and viewing data in multiple 
ways, with one reference turning to an external reporting and data analysis tool for assistance.
Infor acquired Birst to address the reporting and BI deficiencies — to be incorporated with Infor 

Enterprise Applications.

 Partner cloud savviness: Several references noted the Infor partners helping them implement 

the product are not cloud educated and do not understand best practices. In addition, partners 
are not well educated on when to use one of three versions of the operational ERP product.

Loss of business is a result. Perhaps, Infor needs to consider one ERP product for the future.

 Brand awareness: Infor suffers from a lack of brand awareness as prospects don't know 
enough about the company and are not willing to spend the time learning. Also, there has 

been some confusion in the market with multiple product offerings. More marketing including 
case studies, infobriefs, key clients win announcements, and client differentiating value stories 

will assist Infor on this quest.

Consider Infor When

Consider Infor when you are a small, medium-sized, or large enterprise looking for a broad solution 

with industry-based capabilities and are ready to move beyond legacy products into the cloud.

Microsoft

After a thorough evaluation of Microsoft's strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the company 

in the Major Players category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and cloud-

enabled operational ERP applications.

Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations is focused in mixed-mode manufacturing, enabling discrete, 

lean, and process manufacturing from a single system, with strengths in integrating supply chain, 

warehouse management, inventory management, transportation, sales management, financials, and 

manufacturing together in one suite. In addition, Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations has a rich, 

global ecosystem of partners that drives product-centric capabilities across industries, vertical, and 

global markets.

Quick facts about Microsoft:

 Employees: 131,000

 Globalization: 42 languages and 37 countries

 Industry focus: Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations supports a wide range of industries 
including but not limited to services centric, manufacturing, retail and consumer goods, and 

government

 Ideal customer size: Targets customers that are midsize to large enterprise businesses

 SaaS: Microsoft Dynamics 365 multitenant on the application, database, and infrastructure 

layers
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 Pricing model: Subscription-based pricing based on number of users

 Largest customer: Largest customers support tens of thousands of users

 Partner ecosystem: 300+ ISV solutions and 1,000+ ISV partners

 Interesting stat/fact: Application built entirely on the company's own stack (Azure, PowerApps, 

Microsoft AI, etc.)

Strengths

 Field service: Dynamics 365 Field Service Management has deep integration with Dynamics 

365 and Microsoft Azure — for example, Connected Factory scenarios with Azure IoT, and 
integration with Dynamics 365 for Field Service and Dynamics 365 mixed reality for predictive 

equipment maintenance and new "aaS" business models.

 Formula and batch management: Dynamics 365 has additional functionality of formula 
management, catch weight management, consolidation of batch orders, and active ingredient 

batch balancing.

 Innovation: Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations also drives Microsoft's Digital 

Transformation enablement for customers, with insightful, intelligent-embedded analytics with 
Power BI and Microsoft AI and connected, intelligent operations bringing together the 
industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), machine learning, intelligence analytics, AI and cognitive 

services, and Big Data directly into operational processes. Intelligent Insights turns data into 
actionable intelligence through the power of embedded analytics and predictive analytics such 

as Power BI visualizations and Azure Machine Learning.

Challenges

 Customer service support: Several references noted that issue ticket response time is slow 

and in need of a more agile and responsive customer support team. The first level of response 
does not get to the heart of issues and usually takes a solution engineer, which takes a very 
long time to connect. Microsoft is focused on providing additional self-service and monitoring 

capabilities to minimize ticket response times.

 Manufacturing functionality: Dynamics 365 functionality for EH&S, spare parts inventory, 

production planning tooling management, new product introduction, and change order control 
and management are done with the help of a Microsoft partner. Microsoft has addressed many 

of these issues in new releases and others are in the company's road map.

 Quality functionality: Compliance workflows, real-time visibility, and quality workflows are done 
by a Microsoft partner. Microsoft has a road map in place to address these quality 

management capabilities that it needs to execute on.

Consider Microsoft When

Consider Microsoft when you are a medium-sized or large enterprise with mixed-mode manufacturing

or are retail focused or a CPG company that is interested in Big Data/analytics/AI and a solution with a 

broad partner ecosystem.

Oracle

After a thorough evaluation of Oracle's strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the company in 

the Leaders category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and cloud-enabled 

operational ERP applications.

Oracle ERP Cloud is Oracle's operational ERP product. The product consists of ERP Cloud core 

financials, along with planning and budget, accounting hub, procurement, project management, project 
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financial management, and risk management, and it can be extended with Oracle SCM Cloud

capabilities for manufacturing, supply chain, order management, and others that clients may choose to 

complete the offering.

Quick facts about Oracle:

 Employees: 137,000

 Total number of clients: 430,000

 Globalization: 24 languages and 175 countries

 Industry focus: Core industries include software, services, nonprofit, advertising, media, 
publishing, manufacturing, distribution, retail, and almost all industries where a robust modern 

international financial solution is needed

 Ideal customer size: Targets customers that are midsize to large enterprises

 SaaS: Multitenant on the application, database, and infrastructure layers

 Pricing model: Access based upon number of users and consumption

 Largest customer: Largest customers support thousands of users

 Partner ecosystem: 25,000 partners

 Interesting stat/fact: Larry Ellison cofounded Oracle Corp. in 1977 with Bob Miner and Ed 

Oates under the name Software Development Laboratories (SDL).

Strengths

 AI: Oracle has adaptive intelligence workflows, of which several are included within 
operational ERP. Dynamic Discounting uses machine learning based on Oracle Data as a 

Service to predict which suppliers will be most likely to accept an early payment discount. It 
combines the internal information of the supplier's history like past discounts and the 
percentage of the supplier's business with external information like credit scores to determine 

the probability of the supplier accepting the early payment discount. The solution learns based 

on whether or not the supplier accepts the discount.

 Customer support: References rated Oracle highly when it came to customer 
support/satisfaction. If issues were ever encountered, Oracle was very responsive and quick to 

assist.

 Cloud: Cloud first is Oracle's deployment model of the future for applications, including ERP.
Cloud applications are built for most functional areas and industries. While on-premises 

offerings are available, Oracle has shifted to a cloud-first strategy.

Challenges

 Partners: References noted an experienced partner makes the process seamless; however,
references were not using experienced partners. Oracle needs to train and conduct ongoing 

training for its partners on its Cloud ERP product.

 Innovation: Oracle's cloud application strategy includes a speed of innovation tenant. This is 
rapidly bringing AI/ML, IoT, and blockchain as well as conversational interactions, intelligent 

process automation, and OCR right out of the box and into a regular update cadence. While 
none of the references we spoke with are using these innovative aspects, IDC expects 
adoption to increase as customers become more aware and ready to take on these innovative 

initiatives.

 Road map execution: Oracle is working closely with customers to align its road map to their 

needs, now it needs to execute. AI and IoT use cases within manufacturing were cited as 
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important areas by references. In addition, one customer indicated that CRM/engineering 

dispatching modules were not yet available to it on the cloud, limiting their rollout.

Consider Oracle When

Consider Oracle when your enterprise needs a holistic cloud ERP system with a strong focus on the 

future of the industry.

Oracle NetSuite

After a thorough evaluation of Oracle-NetSuite strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the 

company in the Major Players category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and 

cloud-enabled operational ERP applications.

NetSuite provides manufacturers, distributors and retailers with a unified solution needed to run a 

modern global business including accounting/financial management, CRM, HCM, and omni-channel 

commerce. From order capture, inventory management, planning, production, and procurement to 

shipping, billing, and support, NetSuite manages the entire manufacturing and distribution flow. It 

supports inventory for multiple locations, PDM, work order management, multiple UOMs, and bar 

coding. NetSuite offers advanced capabilities including MES, tablet experience, advanced routings, 

rough cut capacity planning, RRP, ECO, QMS, batch management, recipe/formula management, 

dynamic reporting and release management, WMS, advanced order management, and cross 

subsidiary fulfillment.

Quick facts about Oracle-NetSuite:

 Employees: 7,300

 Total number of clients: 16,000 customers

 Globalization: 24 languages and 204 countries and territories

 Industry focus: Core industries include software, services, nonprofit, advertising, media, 
publishing, manufacturing, distribution, retail, and almost all industries where a robust modern 

international financial solution is needed

 Ideal customer size: Targets customers that have <$500 million in revenue

 SaaS: Multitenant on the application, database, and infrastructure layers

 Pricing model: Subscription based by module and user type

 Largest customer: Largest customers support over 1,000 users

 Partner ecosystem: Over 500 partners

 Interesting stat/fact: NetSuite believes in doing it right the first time, as less than 2% of 1,000+ 

customers using SuiteSuccess for implementation have changed orders for its product.

Strengths

 UI: NetSuite has consumerized its UI with intuitive navigation, updated interactions, and easy-
to-use tablets and grids. Role-optimized work centers, work lists, and form personalization 

make it easy to maneuver.

 Innovation: NetSuite has business intelligence across the suite. SuiteAnalytics Workbook 
provides users with limited to no technical knowledge, unique business insights, and powerful 

decision-making capabilities. NetSuite is also building out extensive AI and machine learning 
capabilities over the next 1.5 years. From manufacturing to supply chain to commerce, 

professionals will shorten workstreams and identify problems with actionable insights.
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 SuiteSuccess: SuiteSuccess ensures customers are up and running faster, at less cost and 
less change, and are more referenceable. SuiteSuccess was engineered to solve unique 

industry challenges that historically have limited a company's ability to grow, scale, and adapt 
to change. Every single aspect of the solution and delivery is oriented around the customer's 
industry and roles within that industry. SuiteSuccess includes all the industry-specific 

functionality that is required to run a business, including processes like rev rec, production 
scheduling, or subscription billing. It encompasses pre-configured forms, workflows, KPIs, 

dashboards, roles, and integrations that allow businesses to realize value from day one.

Challenges

 Self-guided help: According to some references, the self-guided help in several areas of the 

product wasn't as expected. Third-party assistance was required to move beyond the issues. 
NetSuite has since introduced new support products: Learning Cloud Support (LCS) and 

Advanced Customer Support (ACS).

 Road map: According to some references, the road map appears to have greater innovation 
coming over the next few years, but other than what they need now or shortly, the road map is 

not tied to how these references' businesses will run in the future.

 Visually appealing dashboards for shop floor: A reference noted visually appealing metrics, 

dashboards, and posts to shop floor would help employees be more successful. NetSuite has 

recently updated its solution for shop floor management.

Consider Oracle NetSuite When

Consider Oracle-NetSuite if your revenue is <$500 million in the industries of manufacturing, distribution, 

and retail and need an easy-to-use, scalable international financial and operational ERP system.

Plex Systems

After a thorough evaluation of Plex's strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the company in 

the Major Players category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and cloud-enabled 

operational ERP applications.

Plex is an application cloud provider providing fully integrated MES and ERP for manufacturers. The 

Plex Manufacturing Cloud is designed for configurability, extensibility, and integration, enabling 

organizations to tailor the system to meet the unique needs of a production line and individual plants 

while maintaining enterprisewide control and insight. Plex was built walking between the shop floor 

and the boardroom, figuring out what needed to be tracked, measured, and automated, then updating 

the software and iterating again. This model of continuous innovation still serves as the foundation of 

Plex solutions today.

Quick facts about Plex Systems:

 Employees: 539

 Total number of clients: 581

 Globalization: 10 languages and 20 countries

 Industry focus: Historically, the strongest industries have been automotive and metal 

fabrication. In recent years, there has been expansion into food and beverage producers.

 Ideal customer size: Targets customers with $10 million to $3 billion in annual revenue;

however, the company's sweet spot being customers with $25 million to $1 billion in revenue

 SaaS: Multitenancy on the application, database, or infrastructure layers
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 Pricing model: Subscription based on revenue

 Largest customer: Largest customers support 200+ users

 Partner ecosystem: 50 partners

 Interesting stat/fact: Plex was born on the shop floor of a factory making axles, pinion gears, 
and drive shafts. The founders are the workers who kept the presses running and made sure 

parts matched customer specs. Frustrated with inaccurate inventory, machine breakdowns, 
and even making the wrong parts, they built Plex to make the plant run better. Starting with 
automotive metal forming in 2001, Plex rapidly expanded to support a wide range of discrete 

manufacturing operations across many industries. Plex later added process manufacturing 

capabilities, targeted specifically at food and beverage producers.

Strengths

 Intelligence: Plex captures data from across the entire enterprise — from planning, suppliers,
and materials to the equipment on the shop floor, product quality, and customer and financial 

information. That comprehensive data provides the foundation for Plex business intelligence 
and analytic applications, offering business leaders a holistic view across the enterprise to 

support real-time decision making.

 Continuous innovation: Plex employs a continuous innovation model that brings new 
functionality to customers without the need for upgrades. Because of this model, there is no 

version number as all customers are on the same version at all times. Plex also packages 
major product enhancements into quarterly packages and issues small-scale updates 

(including bug fixes) each month.

 IoT: Plex has long enabled customers to connect shop floor equipment to their ERP system. In 
addition, Plex acquired DATTUS Inc., a company focused on industrial Internet of Things 

connectivity technologies. DATTUS' solution connects manufacturing equipment and sensors 
to the cloud, manages high-volume data streams, and analyzes in-motion equipment data to 
optimize performance, reduce costs, and ensure uptime. The acquisition is expected to 

accelerate Plex's IIoT strategy, extending the Plex Manufacturing Cloud to new streams of 
machine data and the underlying intelligence. References indicated their excitement around 

the DATTUS acquisition, which was completed in July 2018.

Challenges

 Perception of cloud: Plex finds larger, enterprise-level manufacturers are slower to overcome 

their fear and hesitation to rely on cloud technology. The SMB market has started to actively 
seek cloud options, but enterprise is slowly catching up. There is also a general lack of 
understanding around the nuances of SaaS, including the subscription pricing model, 

continuous updates versus upgrades, and configuration versus customization.

 Mobile: Plex references complain the mobile version is a bit outdated, but this is being 

addressed in updates that should be coming soon.

 Support: Plex references noted that they would like to see the company scale support globally 

with physical around-the-clock support and languages.

Consider Plex Systems When

Consider Plex if you are a midmarket manufacturer looking for a SaaS MES and ERP cloud application 

dedicated to addressing industry requirements.
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Priority Software

After a thorough evaluation of Priority Software's strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the 

company in the Major Players category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and 

cloud-enabled operational ERP applications.

Priority Software is headquartered in Israel, with offices in the United States and the United Kingdom,

and it offers full, comprehensive cloud (full SaaS) and on-premises ERP solutions. Priority's system is 

based on an open, flexible, scalable, multilanguage, and multicurrency platform that can be easily 

customized. Priority also has rich functionality in a wide range of areas — finance, purchasing, 

manufacturing, HR, project management, customer service, CRM, sales, and more.

Quick facts about Priority Software:

 Employees: 180

 Total number of clients: 9,000 ERP customers, with 2,300 on the cloud version

 Globalization: 8 languages, 20 localizations, and 40 countries

 Industry focus: Priority ERP supports a wide variety of industries including manufacturing, 
retail, fashion, wholesale and logistics, agriculture, municipal, healthcare, food and beverage, 
pharmaceutical, biotechnology, automotive services, software and technology, optics and

lasers, distribution, construction, electronics, electronic components, IT and professional 

services, furniture, plastics, metal/steel, and chemicals/oil and gas.

 Ideal customer size: Typically targets SMEs with up to 1,000 employees

 SaaS: Multitenancy on the application, database, or infrastructure layers

 Pricing model: Perpetual and subscription

 Largest customer: Largest customers support 1,500+ users

 Partner ecosystem: More than 60 partners in its ecosystem

 Interesting stat/fact: Founded in 1986 in Israel and privately held by Fortissimo Capital, a 

private equity firm, since 2014

Strengths

 Mobile Application Generator: Priority's Mobile Application Generator enables 

companies/teams to quickly and easily build mini-workflows on their mobile devices without 
having to write a single line of code, enabling the management of a digital organization with 
minimal dependence on third-party suppliers. Priority's Mobile App Generator provides hassle-

free back-end integration, built-in security and user management, and write once and run 
everywhere, without the need for porting to devices or OS. The Mobile App Generator is 
designed for remote and field employees and for business teams to increase marketing and 

sales campaigns, enhance customer service and support, and make informed business 

decisions using the app's real-time analytics.

 Innovation: Priority is planning AI, machine learning, blockchain, and conversational UI 
capabilities into its road map to include in future releases of the product. This is ahead of 
where most of its customer base is but should set Priority up well to provide this innovative 

technology when customers are ready.

 Serial, Lot, and Batch Tracking: Designed for manufacturers that need more stringent control 

over product tracking, Priority's Serial, Lot, and Batch Tracking ensures reliable management 
of material and product traceability through every stage of the supply chain — from receipt of 
initial raw materials through to delivery to the end customer. This module controls all parts as 
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they move through the manufacturing processes and tracks serialized parts and their lot 

attributes throughout the part's life cycle.

Challenges

 User interface: References indicated this as one of the biggest challenges when adopting 

Priority, learning to use the UI. It was also indicated that once a user gets past the learning 
curve, the process is more intuitive. Priority is continuously putting its efforts into simplifying 
the UI for new users, and Priority v19.0, which will be released in April 2019, offers significant 

UI improvements.

 Partner network: Priority Software needs to broaden its partner network globally if it expects to 

grow beyond its current user base.

 Brand awareness: Priority Software is not well known in the Americas and APAC. A 

concentrated marketing effort will help bring awareness.

Consider Priority Software When

Consider Priority if you are an SME looking for a full SaaS and on-premises ERP solution focused 

across a broad array of industries.

Ramco Systems

After a thorough evaluation of Ramco's strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the company in 

the Contenders category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and cloud-enabled 

operational ERP applications.

Ramco ERP covers the entire spectrum of enterprise functions through a suite of modules —

manufacturing, financial management, supply chain management (SCM), human capital management, 

customer relationship management, enterprise asset management, contingent workforce 

management, project management, advanced warehouse management and transportation 

management, dealer management, process control, analytics, advanced planning, and optimization. 

Anytime, anywhere access with easy-to-use intuitive tools and in-memory planning and optimization 

engine improves performance of complex processes and provides advanced analytics.

Quick facts about Ramco Systems:

 Employees: 1,700

 Total number of clients: 300+ customers

 Globalization: 8 languages. 20 localizations, and 40 countries

 Industry focus: Professional services, staffing, infrastructure, logistics service providers (3PL) 
and warehouse management, automotive component manufacturing, aerospace and defense, 

industrial manufacturing, and process manufacturing — chemical and food

 Ideal customer size: Midmarket businesses

 SaaS: Multitenancy on the application, database, or infrastructure layers

 Pricing model: Perpetual and subscription

 Largest customer: Largest customers support 3,300 users

 Partner ecosystem: Ramco's product road map tied cohesively with its partner network

 Interesting stat/fact: Ramco headed toward 95% automation and 5% manual intervention
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Strengths

 Dealer Management System: Ramco's Revenue Management System and Dealer 
Management System are cloud-hosted, integrated solutions that help dealers of an 
organization optimize resources, increase customer satisfaction, and maximize potential for 

revenue generation.

 Optima: Ramco's Optima framework offers benefits in process stability, productivity, quality, 

raw material consumption, and energy efficiency, keeping the cost of production to a minimum. 

This framework helps in achieving the main objectives by implementing optimization control.

 In-Memory Planning & Optimization: Ramco's agent-based in-memory Planning & 
Optimization (Ramco iPO) helps address typical problem areas like forecast and demand 
planning, production cost optimization, transport optimization, inventory and distribution 

planning, labor planning, and detailed scheduling. With its event-based execution control, the 
solution can also help you integrate the planning and scheduling layer with the shop floor 
execution processes. This framework has the capability to exactly depict your individual 

resource hierarchies, processes, and rule sets as a basis for optimization.

Challenges

 Mobility: Access is easy, but service is not a great experience. We expect this to change as 

Ramco adds more to its offering.

 AI: References noted Ramco is behind in AI and machine learning. Ramco has been adding 

innovation layers from bots to voice and AI and machine learning, so we expect this to change.

 Brand awareness: Ramco is not a household name, particularly in Europe and the United 

States. A concentrated marketing effort will help bring awareness.

Consider Ramco Systems When

Consider Ramco if you are a midmarket manufacturing company looking for an operational ERP system.

Sage

After a thorough evaluation of Sage's strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the company in 

the Contenders category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and cloud-enabled 

operational ERP applications.

Sage Business Cloud Enterprise Management helps large businesses thrive and stay competitive in 

the face of growing complexity by transforming how they manage people, processes, and operations, 

globally. It is purpose built to support the next generation of business and features a set of core 

functionality that is changing how businesses compete and grow, by delivering faster, more intuitive,

and tailored financial, supply chain, production, and project business management solutions. Sage 

Business Cloud Enterprise Management is a multilanguage, legislation, and currency solution that 

supports larger customers or those with more complex needs.

Quick facts about Sage:

 Employees: 13,800

 Total number of clients: 5,500+ customers on enterprise management

 Globalization: 15 languages and 31 countries

 Industry focus: Wholesale trade, food and beverage, chemicals, cosmetics, 

pharma/nutriceuticals, industrial equipment, fabricated metals, electronics and high tech, 
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furniture fixtures, engineering services, maintenance services, construction and real estate, 

agriculture, cannabis production, and automotive

 SaaS: Sage Enterprise Management is multitenancy on the infrastructure layer but not on the 
application and database layers. Sage has noted it now offers Enterprise Management

through multiple cloud offerings including multitenant and single-tenant SaaS.

 Pricing model: Perpetual and subscription

 Largest customer: Largest customers support 3,000 users

 Partner ecosystem: Over 40,000 partners globally

 Interesting stat/fact: Thatcham Research selected Sage Business Cloud Enterprise 

Management for its broad range of integrated functionality, including CRM, and for the 
product's inherent scalability, which would allow the company to roll out additional functionality 

over time.

Strengths

 Partner Developer Platform and App Marketplace: Sage has a partner and developer 

ecosystem accelerating Sage product road maps and expanding vertical business solutions 
through integration with third-party app developers. Sage business cloud marketplace enables 
business builders to simplify and grow and developers to monetize through a marketplace of 

business apps integrating to Sage products.

 Customer trust: Sage has a large customer base that trusts it completely. Sage needs to 

continue to bring value to these clients, focusing on digital transformation.

 Mobile experience: References rated Sage's mobile experience highly. One reference did 

indicate that the mobile application still needs improvement from a sales perspective, but 

references view it favorably in every other area.

Challenges

 Innovation: Sage is behind in its technology from AI and machine learning to AR/VR, drones, 
IoT, and blockchain. A considerable effort in DX use case understanding and helping clients 

come into the digital age can assist Sage in carrying its clients into the future.

 EAM: Most EAM functionality is met by partnering with another third-party solution. A 

concentrated product focus in this area will help Sage build it out further.

 Too many names and modules: Sage has many modules with different names it can deploy 

when needed. It is confusing to the buying community on the attributes of each and trying to 

decide which version is most beneficial for them to purchase. Simplification is required.

Consider Sage When

Consider Sage if you are a manufacturing company looking for an operational ERP system with a 

strong partner/application ecosystem and mobile experience.

SAP

After a thorough evaluation of SAP's strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the company in 

the Leaders category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and cloud-enabled 

operational ERP applications.

SAP S/4HANA Cloud is an intelligent ERP that enables business processes including idea to design, 

procure to pay, plan to production, order to cash, offer to project, and core finance. From a line-of-
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business perspective, this includes finance, procurement and sourcing, research and development, 

sales, revenue, supply chain, and manufacturing.

Quick facts about SAP:

 Employees: 96,000

 Total number of clients: 425,000

 Globalization: 63 country localizations and 39 languages

 Industry focus: Automotive, engineering, construction, mill-products (multiple industries), 

mining, research and development, chemicals, high tech, mill paper and packaging, 
professional services, retail, wholesale and distribution, consumer products, industrial 

machinery and components, mill-metal, public sector (multiple industries), and utilities

 SaaS: Multitenancy on the application, database, and infrastructure layers

 Pricing model: Perpetual and subscription

 Largest customer: Largest customers support 5,000 users

 Partner ecosystem: Over180,000 partners globally

 Interesting stat/fact: The acronym SAP stands for Systems, Applications, and Products in data 
processing. The SAP acronym was derived from the original German name, which was 

Systemanalyse und Programmentwicklung.

Strengths

 In-memory database: SAP S/4HANA Cloud has a single in-memory, columnar data model for 

both transactions and analytics, eliminating redundant data and providing real-time insight, 
tied to AI-powered set of functionalities within ERP to automate routine work and flag 
exceptions for human action, with a strong commitment to automating half of all ERP activities 

in the next three years.

 Conversational UI: A hands-free, conversational user experience with an intelligent digital 

assistant for the enterprise, SAP CoPilot.

 One: SAP has one code line, one data model, and one user experience for both cloud and on-

premises deployments, making it easier and cheaper for companies to manage hybrid 

scenarios.

Challenges

 Customer support: References noted live interaction for customer support is not always 
available, hurting customer satisfaction. The ticket system in place makes one reference a 

little wary about any critical issues it may experience.

 Implementation: References indicated that implementation of SAP can be a daunting project if 

not prepared — a common issue encountered is if there are customizations needed by a 

customer.

 Perception of cloud: Manufacturers tend to be slower to overcome their fear and hesitation to 
rely on cloud technology. There is also a general lack of understanding around the nuances of 
SaaS, including the subscription pricing model, continuous updates versus upgrades, and 

configuration versus customization. SAP references listed cloud adoption as a concern for 

them before adoption, but now prefer the regular updates to derive more functionality/value.
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Consider SAP When

Consider SAP if you are a manufacturing company looking for a well-established operational ERP 

system focused on utilizing artificial intelligence to optimize business processes.

SYSPRO

After a thorough evaluation of SYSPRO's strategies and capabilities, IDC has positioned the company 

in the Major Players category within this 2019 IDC MarketScape for worldwide SaaS and cloud-

enabled operational ERP applications.

SYSPRO is single-source industry-built, end-to-end ERP system that provides an out-of-the-box 

flexible, reliable, customizable, and scalable solution for manufacturing and distribution companies.

Quick facts about SYSPRO:

 Employees: 512

 Total number of clients: 15,000 licensed companies

 Industry focus: Operational ERP covers the general capabilities required for industries that 
manufacture or distribute products. Specifically, SYSPRO specializes in industrial machinery 
and equipment (IM&C), food and beverage, electronics (EMS and EEAC), fabricated metals, 

plastics and rubber, packaging, automotive components and accessories, medical devices 

and a few other specialist manufacturing and distribution industries.

 Ideal customer size: Targets midsize businesses (50 to 999 employees)

 SaaS: SYSPRO has no multitenancy on application, database, or infrastructure layers. 

SYSPRO Cloud is an infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) offering. The IaaS business model 
delivers software through a provider that hosts and manages the software, licenses the 
software on a subscription basis, and enables users to access the software through the 

internet. This delivers business value without requiring any upfront investment and without the 
overheads of an in-house IT infrastructure. As an IaaS provider, SYSPRO hosts the customer 
virtual machine, managing the underlying equipment and getting the storage and other 

resources as needed. SYSPRO Cloud is available via the Microsoft Azure "cloud" platform and 
hosted at datacenters throughout the world. SYSPRO Cloud is a single-tenant application, and 
each customer is able to maintain and control the timing of their upgrades. Support for 

infrastructure-related issues is provided as part of the monthly subscription. For application 
support, customers can elect to sign a support contract with a SYSPRO channel partner or a 

local SYSPRO office.

 Pricing model: License and subscription

 Largest customer: Largest customers support 200+ users

 Partner ecosystem: 119 partners

 Interesting stat/fact: SYSPRO process modeling provides a visual representation of a 
customer's modeled business processes so that all stakeholders — business, operators, and 

implementers — have a single view of the customer's business and planned solution.

Strengths

 Training, support, and automation: A key philosophy and approach to customer service and 
support is to empower customers through knowledge and access to tools to enable them to 
self-help. This includes SYSPRO Learning Channel (SLC), which provides tutorials — self-
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paced online learning and associated role-based certifications. It also includes bots within 

applications that direct users and explain the necessary processes to follow.

 UI, mobile, and web-based interface: SYSPRO is easy to use, simple to understand, intuitive, 
engaging, and always available. The focus on user experience means the software is 

straightforward and easy to customize for a user's specific role and business process. 
Espresso, the mobile offering, provides access to manufacturing and business processes and 
data on the go. It enables SYSPRO customers to use applications that will work anywhere, 

anytime, on any popular device, providing instant and secure access to key business 
information. SYSPRO's web-based interface, Avanti, with its consistent user interface, 
uniquely gives customers the same SYSPRO ERP user experience through a web browser on 

any device, without having to learn a different operating system.

 Social ERP: Recognizing that next-generational users interact with technology (and their 

peers) differently, SYSPRO built in a socially sensitive and aware set of workflow-enabled 
digital ERP capabilities. These capabilities allow for users to engage with their systems in a 

familiar manner as they would in engaging their social media platforms

Challenges

 Perception of cloud: In the sectors of manufacturing and distribution, many senior executives 

are still skeptical as to the security and the level of control they will have with cloud ERP. This 
coupled with the fact that SYSPRO has a significantly smaller footprint often means there is a 

lack of confidence when making the decision to select SYSPRO Cloud.

 Brand awareness: SYSPRO, while gaining in market presence, is still a relatively unknown 
entity in EMEA and the United States. More direct marketing, differentiating case studies, and 

innovation will bring more clients to SYSPRO.

 Quality management: SYSPRO's quality management functionality is lean, with much of the 

functionality provided by third-party solutions. SYSPRO is adding more quality management 

functionality with future releases.

Consider SYSPRO When

Consider SYSPRO ERP if you are a mid- to high-end manufacturer or distributor that is seeking 

scalable, easy-to-use business transformation on the newest digital technologies and/or if you place a 

high value on industry-specific product depth and a customer-centric culture and want flexible cloud, 

SaaS, and/or on-premises deployment options.

APPENDIX

Reading an IDC MarketScape Graph

For the purposes of this analysis, IDC divided potential key measures for success into two primary 

categories: capabilities and strategies.

Positioning on the y-axis reflects the vendor's current capabilities and menu of services and how well 

aligned the vendor is to customer needs. The capabilities category focuses on the capabilities of the 

company and product today, here and now. Under this category, IDC analysts will look at how well a 

vendor is building/delivering capabilities that enable it to execute its chosen strategy in the market.

Positioning on the x-axis, or strategies axis, indicates how well the vendor's future strategy aligns with 

what customers will require in three to five years. The strategies category focuses on high-level 
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decisions and underlying assumptions about offerings, customer segments, and business and go-to-

market plans for the next three to five years.

The size of the individual vendor markers in the IDC MarketScape represents the market share of each 

individual vendor within the specific market segment being assessed.

IDC MarketScape Methodology

IDC MarketScape criteria selection, weightings, and vendor scores represent well-researched IDC 

judgment about the market and specific vendors. IDC analysts tailor the range of standard characteristics 

by which vendors are measured through structured discussions, surveys, and interviews with market 

leaders, participants, and end users. Market weightings are based on user interviews, buyer surveys, and 

the input of IDC experts in each market. IDC analysts base individual vendor scores, and ultimately 

vendor positions on the IDC MarketScape, on detailed surveys and interviews with the vendors, publicly 

available information, and end-user experiences in an effort to provide an accurate and consistent 

assessment of each vendor's characteristics, behavior, and capability.

Market Definition

This IDC MarketScape evaluation focuses on SaaS and cloud-enabled operational ERP solutions. 

ERP is a packaged integrated suite of technology business applications with common data and 

process models that digitally support the administrative, financial, and operational business processes 

across different industries. These processes manage resources including some or all of the following: 

people, finances, capital, materials, suppliers, manufacturing, supply chains, customers, products, 

projects, contracts, orders, and facilities.

This IDC MarketScape evaluates ERP technology with an operational slant. The IDC operational ERP 

definition includes product-centric organizations in industries such as manufacturing, distribution, and 

retail. These organizations' ERP systems incorporate operational modules, including order 

management, enterprise asset management (EAM), manufacturing, and supply chain, to maximize 

operational efficiencies. These organizations see benefits from the integration between core finance 

and operational capabilities so that operational transactions with a financial impact are reflected 

directly in financial modules.

Typically, ERP solutions are architected with an integrated set of business rules and metadata, 

accessing a common data set (logical or physical) from a single, consistent user interface. Operational 

ERP solutions are available as on-premises, hybrid and, increasingly, cloud SaaS deployments.

The Role of Technology in Operations

Technology is critically important within operations. From transactions to operations to compliance, to 

savings and discounts to inventory management and cash flow, technology is a critical resource for the 

organization. Operational ERP touches upon:

 Purchase orders

 Customer orders

 Invoicing

 Inventory

 Products

 Assets
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 Suppliers

 Payments

 Customers

Strategies and Capabilities Criteria

Tables 1 and 2 provide key strategy and capability measures for the success of SaaS and cloud-

enabled operational ERP solutions.

TABLE 1

Key Strategy Measures for Success: Worldwide SaaS and Cloud-Enabled 
Operational ERP Applications Market

Criteria Scoring Element Weight (%)

Customer delivery strategy Built for the future 30.0

Intelligence/automation

Mobile experience

Product road map

Deployment model strategy Deployment model flexibility strategy 2.0

Financial/funding Funding 2.0

Functionality or offering road map Product road map updates and 

communication

3.0

Growth Regions/countries 10.0

Revenue

Innovation EAM innovation strategy 30.0

Financials innovation strategy

Industry innovation strategy

Manufacturing innovation strategy

Order management innovation strategy

Quality management innovation strategy

R&D pace and productivity R&D investment 8.0

SaaS strategy Integration strategy 15.0

Multitenancy strategy

SaaS revenue strategy

Total 100.0

Source: IDC, 2019
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TABLE 2

Key Capabilities Measures for Success: Worldwide SaaS and Cloud-Enabled 
Operational ERP Applications Market

Criteria Scoring Element Weight (%)

Customer satisfaction Application speed/responsiveness 13.0

Implementation experience

Pricing method and terms satisfaction

Subscription pricing importance

Technical integrations

User interface/ease of use

Value delivered

Customer service delivery Customer support 2.0

EAM Breadth of functionality 2.0

Reporting functionality

Financials Breadth of functionality 7.0

Cognitive workflows

Reporting functionality

Transfer pricing

Functionality or offering Application can integrate with relevant 

enterprise applications

10.0

Customization

Data integration

Deployment model flexibility

Global capabilities

Interface

Localizations

Specific integrations
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TABLE 2

Key Capabilities Measures for Success: Worldwide SaaS and Cloud-Enabled 
Operational ERP Applications Market

Criteria Scoring Element Weight (%)

Update cycles

User interface

Industries Asset oriented — chemicals 16.0

Asset oriented — metals

Asset oriented — pulp and paper

Batch record management

Brand oriented — CPG

Brand oriented — fashion

Brand oriented — food and beverage

Brand oriented — life sciences

Engineering oriented — A&D

Engineering oriented — automotive

Engineering oriented — industrial

Lean and continuous improvement

Other industries

Technology oriented — high tech

Technology oriented — semiconductors

Two-tier ERP

Innovation — capabilities Innovation 1.0

KPIs Executive and financial KPIs 3.0

KPI differentiators

Standard manufacturing KPIs
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TABLE 2

Key Capabilities Measures for Success: Worldwide SaaS and Cloud-Enabled 
Operational ERP Applications Market

Criteria Scoring Element Weight (%)

Manufacturing Breadth of functionality 14.0

Cognitive workflows

Functional workflow differentiators

Inventory management

Logistics

New product introduction

Production management

Reporting functionality

Supply chain planning and execution

Warehouse management

Order management ATP, CTP, CTD 4.0

Drop ship

Order management breadth

Reporting functionality

Other modules Additional modules 7.0

Aftermarket

Procurement

Sales

Pricing model or structure of 

product/offering

Customer satisfaction — pricing 

(vendor)

4.0

Customer satisfaction — subscription 

business model (vendor)

Pricing

Pricing/contract
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TABLE 2

Key Capabilities Measures for Success: Worldwide SaaS and Cloud-Enabled 
Operational ERP Applications Market

Criteria Scoring Element Weight (%)

Quality management Breadth of functionality 2.0

Reporting functionality

Range of services Geography 4.0

Number of customers

Partners ecosystem

Solution ecosystem

SaaS Contract flexibility 11.0

Deployment platforms

Infrastructure

Integration

Multitenancy

Pricing option

SaaS revenue

Scalability/reach

Security

Uptime/reliability

Total 100.0

Source: IDC, 2019
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Synopsis

This IDC study provides an assessment of the leading SaaS and cloud-enabled operational ERP 

software solutions and discusses what criteria are most important for companies to consider when 

selecting a system.

"It is imperative in today's fast-paced global business environment that organizations manage the 

operation's processes to meet the organization's financial obligations, and this includes product-centric 

organizations relying on operational ERP," states Mickey North Rizza, program VP, Enterprise 

Applications and Digital Commerce. "The SaaS and cloud-enabled operational ERP market is a mix of 

vendors with varying capabilities. It is critical that organizations select the right technology partner to 

help run the business for the long term."
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